ShareGeo Open Licence and Use FAQ
General Information About ShareGeo Open
1. What is the difference between ShareGeo Digimap and ShareGeo
Open?
A. ShareGeo Digimap is a data repository whereby Digimap users can deposit
datasets that they had created for other Digimap users to download and to
use. ShareGeo Open is a data repository which is not restricted to Digimap
users and allows any member of UK Higher Education and Further Education
bodies to upload Datasets for anyone in the world to use.
2. Who can access ShareGeo Open?
A. Anyone in the World can access the data deposited in ShareGeo Open.
3. Who is responsible for the data?
A. It is the responsibility of the Depositor to ensure that the Dataset is
described accurately and that the necessary copyright and other clearances
that may be required have been obtained. EDINA and the Host exclude all
liability and responsibility for any amount or kind of loss or damage that may
result to you or a third party from using ShareGeo Open.
4. What do I do if I see data that shouldn't be on ShareGeo Open?
A. We have developed a formal process for removing material that should not
be in ShareGeo Open. Please see the separate document entitled “ShareGeo
Open Notice and Take Down policy”.

Searching and Downloading data from ShareGeo Open
1. How can I search to find data?
There are a number of ways in which you can search the ShareGeo Open
repository.
• Simple text search – using the search box on the site home page, you
can search the repository for simple text strings such as “crime” or
“rivers”.
• Geo search – the geo search allows users to define a geographic area
to search against. Users can decide wheter they want data that
intersects, or data that is entirely contained by their search area.
• Advanced geo search – This is the same as the geo search but allows
users to specify keywords that appear in the metadata. Users can
define where in the metadata their search term occurs for example
“title” or “abstract”

•

Go-Geo! search – ShareGeo Open data can be discovered through
Go-Geo!. Go-Geo! uses a powerful search which utalises the Unlock
service to disambiguate place and allows users to perform temporal
searches.

2. Why do my search results not appear correct?
The search will by default only find items that exactly match your search
criteria. Use the * as a wildcard to find additional items e.g. to find all items
beginning with geo, use geo*, a search for geo will not return results that
contain geography.
3. What can I do with the data?
A. Read the licence specified in the Datasets full metadata carefully (found by
looking at the “dc.rights(.uri)” fields in the Datasets full item record. This will
specify what licence (if any) the Dataset is covered by and specify what you
can do with the Dataset. Please also read the separate document entitled
“ShareGeo Open Terms and Conditions of Use”.
3. Will ShareGeo Open preserve my data?
A. No. ShareGeo Open does not guarantee to preserve the data for the long
term. It is your responsibility to take the necessary actions to ensure you have
continued access to your data. Any work required for long term preservation
of your data is also your responsibility.

Contributing data to ShareGeo Open
1. Who can upload data on to ShareGeo Open?
A. Only members of UK Higher Education and Further Education bodies can
upload data to ShareGeo Open. If you are not member of this community and
you have data you would like to share, please email the ShareGeo Open
team (edina@ed.ac.uk).
2. What do I do if I want to edit or remove data that I have contributed to
ShareGeo Open?
A. Please contact ShareGeo Open by email (edina@ed.ac.uk) providing all
the necessary details e.g. the name of the dataset, its URI, the action
requested and reason.
3. Will ShareGeo Open preserve my data?
A. Provided the ShareGeo Open repository is operational, you will always
have access to the data. But, ShareGeo Open does not guarantee to
preserve the data for the long term. It is your responsibility to take the
necessary actions to ensure you have continued access to your data. Any
work required for long term preservation of your data is also your
responsibility.
4. What type of licence are datasets deposited in ShareGeo Open
covered by?

A. The data deposited will be under the terms of a licence, to be selected by
the Depositor from a selection including: (a) Open Data Commons Public
Domain Dedication and License (PDDL); (b) Creative Commons Attribution
3.0.
5. What format data does ShareGeo Open accept?
A. ShareGeo Open is very flexible and accepts most of the main spatial data
formats. These are listed in the table below:

Format Extension and Name
Mandatory Files
Vector
GML
Geography Markup
Language

GPX

GPS Exchange Format

KML

Keyhole Markup
Language

MIF/MID
TAB (ID MAP DAT)

MapInfo Interchange
Format
MapInfo Native format

SHP (SHX DBF)

ESRI Shapefile

E00

ArcInfo Export

Raster
ASC

ArcInfo ASCII

IMG
TIF

ERDAS Imagine
GeoTIFF

TIF Should also have TIFF with World Files
.tfw or .tab world files

Requirements
Comment

and

Needs to be GML inside
a ZIP file (not gz). Does
not recognise OS
coordinate system but
defaults to National Grid
if coordinates are
Cartesian.
Supports GPX 1.0 and
1.1
KMZ files can also be
read directly as long as
they contain a .kml file.
KML files should be in
WGS 84 coordinate
system.
Must include at least
one .MIF and .mid file.
Must include .tab, .id,
.map and .dat file types
Must include a .shp,
.shx and .dbs file.
Optionally can include
.sbx, .prj and .sbn
Not currently supported.
Please contact EDINA if
you require to contribute
E00 files.
Optionally include .asc
file
May also include .prj file
Projection system
should be Mercator or
WGS 84 for data in
geographicals.
Will try and guess
coordinate system. If

data is in grid coordinate
system, it will default to
the British National Grid.
Tabular
CSV

Comma Separated
Variable

These data must have
the same number of
columns in every row.
Each row describes a
point, apart from the first
row which must contain
the field labels. There
must be fields labelled X
and Y or LAT and
LONG and these
columns must contain
coordinates for the point
the row describes.

Definitions and terms
See the separate document titled “ShareGeo Open Terms and Definitions”.

Additional Information
If you have not found the answer to your question on this FAQ page, please
email the ShareGeo Open Team on edina@ed.ac.uk, remember to clearly
mark your message with ShareGeo Open in the subject field. One of the
team will try to get back to you with an answer as soon as possible.

